Given a bounded Lipschitz domain Ω ⊂ R n , n ≥ 3, we prove that the Poisson's problem for the Laplacian with right-hand side in L p −t (Ω), Robin-type boundary datum in the Besov space B
Introduction
In this article we use layer potentials to obtain optimal regularity results for the Poisson's problem for the Laplacian with Robin boundary condition and for the 3-dimensional Lamé system with traction-Robin boundary condition, on a bounded, non-smooth (Lipschitz) domain. Specifically, given a bounded Lipschitz domain Ω ⊂ R n and a non-negative, non-everywhere vanishing scalar function b, we study the Poisson's problem for the Laplacian with Robin boundary condition , the differential operator in (1.2) is defined by (1.3) Lu := µ∆u + (λ + µ)∇ div u.
The boundary condition in (1.2) with b = 0 has been extensively studied in the literature due to its importance in elasticity theory (see [4] , [3] , [17] ). Our main results are Theorems 4.5 and 5.2 for problem (1.1) and Theorems 6.4 and 6.5 for the Lamé system (1.2). We aim to expressing the solutions as the sum of a Newtonian potential (for Problem (1.2), elastic potential) and a single layer potential on the boundary. To this end, we solve first the homogeneous versions (f = 0) of (1.1) and (1.2) and show that the (unique) solution can be expressed in the form (1.4) u(X) = ST −1 (g)(X),
where T is an operator acting on an appropriate function space (Section 4) and S is the single layer potential on ∂Ω (see (1.7) ). In both cases we first establish L 2 (∂Ω) and Hardy-Space type results for the invertibility of the solution operator T . Then, via interpolation, we extend the invertibility of T to Besov spaces B s,p p (∂Ω) for p and s ranging throughout an (optimal) region U , where the positive number depends on the Robin coefficient b and the Lipschitz character of Ω. The solution for the non-homogeneous problems is then obtained by adding the Newtonian potential of f to (1.4), see (5.3) .
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 1, we briefly present the notation and terminology to be used throughout the article; in Section 2 we introduce the function spaces needed for the proper formulation of (1.1) and (1.2) . In Section 3 we investigate the Fredholm index of the solution operator T on various function spaces; Section 4 is devoted to the study of invertibility of the boundary operator associated with (1.1) on suitable function spaces; the solvability of (1.1) is presented in Section 5. The invertibility and solvability results for Problem (1.2) are given in Section 6.
Given a Lipschitz domain Ω ⊂ R
n with boundary ∂Ω, (γ(P )) P ∈∂Ω denotes a fixed family of two-sided non-tangential cones (see [23] ). As usual, +γ(P ) ⊆ Ω and −γ(P ) ⊆ R n \ Ω symbolize the interior and exterior part of γ(P ) respectively. For u : Ω → C, P ∈ ∂Ω, let (1.5) M (u)(P ) = sup{|u(X)| , X ∈ γ(P )} denote the ((γ(P )) P ∈∂Ω -dependent) non-tangential maximal function. As is customary, X stands for a generic point in R n \ Ω, while the notation P or Q is reserved for points on ∂Ω; surface measure will be written as dσ. The (dσ-a.e defined) exterior unit normal vector at a point P ∈ ∂Ω will be denoted by N (P ).
Let Γ be the fundamental solution of the Laplacian, i.e.,
where ω n (n ≥ 3) stands for the surface measure of the unit ball in R n . Let L(∂Ω) denote the space of Lipschitz functions on ∂Ω and let L (∂Ω) stand for its dual. In preparation for Section 4, we define the single layer potential with density Λ ∈ L (∂Ω) as
The boundary trace is written as
The double layer potential with density f : ∂Ω → C is defined as
these potentials are well defined and harmonic in X ∈ R n \ ∂Ω. As a consequence of the L 2 -boundedness of the Cauchy integral operator on Lipschitz curves ( [1] ), the singular integral operators
and its formal transpose
We refer the reader to Section 2 for the definition of the Besov spaces B s,p p on ∂Ω; meanwhile we state the trace properties of the layer potentials: for a detailed discussion, see [23] .
For 1 < p < ∞ and f ∈ L p (∂Ω), the following trace formulae hold:
where a, b denotes the Euclidean scalar product in R n . For 1 ≤ p < ∞, 0 < s < 1 and f ∈ B s,p p (∂Ω), (1.13) takes up the form
where Tr stands for the trace operator (see [12] ). For f ∈ B −s,p p (∂Ω), the "interior" statement in (1.14) is to be understood in the following weak sense (see [8] (Ω), the equality
holds.
Function spaces and potentials
In this section we introduce the various spaces that naturally arise in the study of the regularity problems under consideration here. Once again Ω ⊂ R n , n ≥ 3, will stand for a bounded, Lipschitz domain with connected boundary ∂Ω. 
These spaces are Banach when endowed with the quotient norm
Furthermore, for s, p and q as above, we let
For s ∈ R, 1 < p, q < ∞, the following equalities hold for the dual spaces:
See [11] for a proof of (2.2). The identity (2.3) was proved in [8] for p = q; a slight modification of the arguments presented there makes both proofs work also for p = q. We recall that for p ∈ (0, ∞], the embedding
is well defined and compact for any smooth, bounded domain D (see [5] ). Based on this observation and using a customary localization and duality argument it is not hard to prove that for a bounded Lipschitz domain the embedding
is well defined and compact. For real s, let L p s (R n ) denote the potential spaces defined via the Fourier transform (see [11] ), i.e.,
It is well known (see [21] ) that the Triebel-Lizorkin scale (F 
whereas, for 0 < p ≤ 1,
where the right hand side stands for the inhomogeneous spaces (no vanishing moment condition is required for the corresponding atoms (see also [9] )). In the sequel, we will freely use (2.5) and (2.6). Occasionally, we will write
. In closing this section we recall a few results (see [8, Lemma 9 .1] and preceding Remark) that will be needed in Section 5.
Finally, with the same notation used in Lemma 2.2, given
(∂Ω) (which depends on the aforementioned extension), defined via:
Notice that the normal component does not depend on the particular extensionφ. Furthermore,
The Newtonian Potential
We now define the Newtonian potential and investigate its main features as an operator on the Sobolev and Besov scales. Let n ≥ 3, ω n and Γ be defined by (1.6). Consider the restriction operator R Ω (from R n to Ω) acting on distributions; let E (Ω) stand for the space of compactly supported distributions in Ω, and let N denote the convolution operator
We define the Newtonian potential on Ω,
wheref denotes a compactly supported distribution in R n , which is defined via the identity
The Sobolev-Besov regularity of N Ω , was studied in [8] :
Then the Newtonian potential defined by (2.9) is bounded as a linear operator
N Ω : L p −s,0 (Ω) → L p 2−s (Ω).
Moreover, if 1 < s < 3, N Ω is bounded as an operator
has normal component (denoted
Proof. See Proposition 2.1 and 9.7 in [8].
Mapping properties of the boundary layer
We conclude this Section by recalling the following mapping property of the single layer potential on the scale B −s,p p (∂Ω) (with 0 < s < 1). See [8] for further details. Theorem 2.4 For 0 < s < 1 and 1 < p < ∞, the single layer potential
is a bounded linear operator. Here, the intersection is endowed with the norm
Fredholm analysis of the solution operator
In this section we investigate the Besov-space regularity and the invertibility of the operator that gives the solution of the Poisson's problem (1.1) namely the operator T in (1.4). More precisely, we define T as (see (1.8) and [14] ):
and we show that under certain conditions on s and p (involving the Lipschitz character of Ω), T is invertible on the Besov scale B −s,p p (∂Ω) (Theorem 4.5). To this end, we show that T has vanishing Fredholm index on appropriate Besov spaces (indeed, T is a compact perturbation of the solution operator for the Neumann problem). We start with a Lemma that plays a central role, both in this Section and in Section 5, where it is crucial to justify the weak formulation of the Robin boundary condition.
Then T b is bounded as an operator
Moreover, for q < n − 1, T b is bounded as an operator
Proof. For q < n−1, assertion (3.4) follows from the Sobolev's embedding Theorem:
p -atom for 1 < t < n − 1, so that there exists a ball B(r) of radius r > 0, with
On account of well-known embedding theorems, we have that
where c is a positive constant independent on a.
Therefore, ba is an
p (∂Ω)-atom (see [9] ) and it follows that T b is bounded as an operator
p (∂Ω) with norm bounded by a constant times b L n−1 (∂Ω) (here that F s,q p (∂Ω) denotes the Triebel-Lizorkin space, see Section 2). Before completing the proof, we recall some functional-analytic tools from [17] . For a given quasiBanach space X, letX denote the Banach envelope of X, i.e.X is the "minimal" Banach space that contains X (see [17] for the precise definition of the "hat" operation). Any continuous linear operator T on X has a natural linear and bounded extensionT toX. We recall that the hat operator preserves isomorphisms and compactness. More precisely,
and if T is an isomorphism (or is compact) on X, so isT onX. Moreover, it was proved in [17] that the following identifications hold for 0 < p < 1:
Therefore, it follows from (3.5) that the "hat" extension of T b , which, as it is easily verified, is still multiplication times b, mapsF Standard interpolation arguments now yield the rest of the proof. We remark that the norm of T b as defined above satisfies the bound
for some positive constant C = C(Ω, p, s).
Recall now that for 0 < s < 1 and 1 < p < ∞, the embedding
is compact (see [5] ). Next, on account of Lemma 3.1 and results in [23] we claim that for 0 < s < 1 and 1 < p < ∞, the operator
is also compact. Indeed, for smooth b it is clear that bS maps B Proof. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are essentially contained in [23] , whereas (iii) was established in [2] : for the sake of completeness we sketch these proofs here. LetÃ s,q p (∂Ω) stand for the elements in (the space of distributions) A s,q p (∂Ω) which vanish on constants. It is well known (see [23] ) that as an operator on L 2 (∂Ω), R * has closed range; moreover, range(R * ) = L 2 (∂Ω) =F 0,2 p (∂Ω), and ker(R * ) = f 0 , where ∂Ω f 0 = 1 and S(f 0 ) is a non-zero constant. Thus, the index of R on L 2 (∂Ω) is 0 and, furthermore, R * is invertible as an operator onL 2 (∂Ω). The following topological decomposition is easily verified:
Integration by parts in Ω yields
In particular, there exist a constant c and a function h ∈ L 2 1 (∂Ω) such that R(h) = c + f = c + R(g), from which it follows that c = 0 and g ∈ L 2 1 (∂Ω), hence the closedness assertion in (ii). We also note that the above argument shows that the range of R as an operator on L 
1 (∂Ω) (see [19] ). Selecting f ∈ F 0,2 1 (∂Ω) with R * (f ) = 0, integration by parts in Ω (which is legitimate since M (f ) ∈ L 1 (∂Ω), see(1.5)) in conjunction with the fact that
is an isomorphism (see [2] and [17] ) easily yields that f is a multiple of the generator of ker(R * ) and from this, it follows immediately that the index of R * is 0.
Invertibility of the solution operator
Throughout this section we fix b ∈ L n−1 (∂Ω). The solution operator to the Poisson's problem (1.1) (with f = 0) was defined in (3.1). [2] ), we may integrate by parts and obtain
from which it can be easily seen that T is injective on F 0,2 1 (∂Ω) (see [14] ). Next, we show that
1 (∂Ω) is compact. To this end we recall the atomic decomposition of the above spaces: we refer the reader to [9] and [17] for further details. Let A be an
1 (∂Ω) atom , i.e., there exists a number r, 0 < r < (∂Ω),
Choosing 1 < p < n− 1, Hölder's inequality and the Sobolev Embedding Theorem grant
Thus bA is a p-atom for F 0,2 1 (∂Ω) (see [9] ) and the boundedness of the operator in (4.2) follows at once. Since the operator (4.2) can be approximated (in the operator norm) by b j S, for smooth (Lipschitz) functions b j , the compactness statement will follow once it has been established for Lipschitz b. Indeed, multiplication by a smooth b defines a bounded operator on Proof. On account of (ii) in Lemma 3.2, the claim will follow once we show that bS is compact as an operator on B
To this end we first consider the case n > 3 and show the bound
and also (∂Ω) (see [8] , (3.11) and (3.12) in Lemma 3.2)).
Lemma 4.3 The operator T has index 0 on
This result was proved in [14] , Corollary 2.4. Here we recall the main steps in the proof. Clearly,
.
A similar argument holds for n = 3 and b ∈ L r (∂Ω) for r > 2. It follows that bS can be approximated in the L 2 (∂Ω) operator norm by compact operators. Thus, T is a compact perturbation of an operator of index 0 (see Lemma 3.2, (i)). The proof is concluded.
Proof. We first deal with the case n > 3. Since for f ∈ L 2 (∂Ω), one has
it follows at once from Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 4.3 that T is invertible on L 2 (∂Ω). Next, we show that T is injective on B
∂Ω) (see [23] ), it follows from Hölder's inequality that for p =
, and ∂Ω f 0 = 0. Then S(f 0 ) is a non zero constant on ∂Ω. Assume f 0 is normalized so that S(f 0 ) = 1. Since the index of 
That is, U is the interior of the hexagon with vertices (0, 1), (− , 1), (−1, Proof. The proof follows from the invertibility results in Lemma 4.4 and complex interpolation (see [17] ). Although interpolating the invertibility of an operator requires some care (see [6] for a counterexample), all difficulties in the present case were overcome in [8] . It was also proved there that U is sharp (in the above sense) for the invertibility of − 
The Poisson's Problem
In this section we discuss the solution of problem (1.1). The first order of business is to properly formulate the boundary condition, which we do in Definition 5.1. We then obtain existence and a-priori estimates for the solution, which, in particular, grant uniqueness in the Sobolev class. Note that we obtain a strong solution, for which we exhibit an explicit representation as the sum of a Newtonian potential and a single layer potential.
is a solution of the boundary value problem
We observe that all pairings above make sense, on account of Lemma 2.2 and the remark thereafter, and Lemma 3.1. (2.9) , S the single layer potential (1.7) and T the operator (3.1) , the solution is given by
and is subject to the a priori estimate
In analogy with the terminology in Section 2, we define the Elastic Potential of a density f, N Ω (f) via the analogue of formula (2.9), where Γ stands for the matrix with entries given by (6.2). The Elastic Potential bears mapping properties analogous to those of the Newtonian potential in Theorem 2.3. This can be proved by carrying out the minor obvious modifications to fit the present setting. We also define the single, double and boundary layer potential operators with density f respectively as In (6.5) and (6.6), the conormal derivative ∂ ∂ν is applied to every column vector of Γ. As in (1.13) and (1.14), if f ∈ B s,p p (∂Ω) formulas (6.5) are to be interpreted in the trace sense. and is subject to the following a priori estimate:
Here, C is a positive constant, which depends only on p, b, t and the Lipschitz character of Ω.
